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I am very proud to add this sensational Invicta to my stocklist. It is

commonly known that S-Type Invicta's are on the top of many

collectors' wish list. These quality sportscars combine the elegance of

a Jaguar SS 100 with the power (in fact more power) of vintage

Bentley's and the exclusivity of the most exotic quality sportscar

manufacturers. During my 20 years career as a classic car dealer, I

had the chance to own a little series of S-Type Invicta's. This chassis

n° S140 is without any doubt the one I have the fondest memories

from. Not only is it the 3rd time in 15 years that this Corsica DHC

passes through my hands, but also my classic car workshop "Twin

Cam" had the opportunity to carry out a nut & bolt restoration on this

Invicta. Let me point out why I am so fond of this prewar super

sportscar by listing for you the strong elements of this super rare top

quality collectors car : -100% genuine & matching numbers S-Type

low chassis with original & unique Corsica body (from the approx. 45

S-Type Invicta's in full running condition, this Corsica DHC is one of

the very few which is still totally correct and matching numbers !). -Nut

& bolt restoration by the world renowned Rod Jolley coachbuilding

and ourselves preserving a max. of original material. -1st price at the

Concorso d'Eleganza at the Villa d'Este in 2000 (where photo's shown

on my website were taken) + many other awards. -participation at the

historic Mille Miglia in 1992- 1992- 2004. A rare opportunity to acquire

one of the only 78 produced S-Type Invicta's. I will offer this car for

sale on my stand (F31) at the Retromobile show in Paris (16-25

Febr). Come and admire this beauty over there !

Marque Invicta

Modèle S-Type Low Chassis Corsica
DHC

Année de construction 1933
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